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Let S be the atomic inner function. We determine all analytic maps of the unit
disk commuting with S. Finally we study the value distribution of the nth iterate
of S. Q 1997 Academic Press
1
 < < 4Let D s z g C: z - 1 be the unit disk. It is well known that the
 4normalized universal covering map of the deleted disk D R 0 is the
 .   .  ..atomic inner function S z s exp y 1 q z r 1 y z . Let us denote by Sn
the nth iterate S( ??? (S of S. It is clear that S commutes with S. Aren
there any other inner functions resp. analytic selfmaps of the unit disk
commuting with S? Theorem 1 gives a complete answer to this question.
In the second part of this note we show that the set where some value
a g D is taken by the nth iterate S is an interpolating set and that then
 .  .Frostman shift a y S r 1 y aS , a g D, is an interpolating Blaschken n
product for all n g N if and only if
 4a f S 0 : n g N j 0 . 4 .n
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LEMMA 1.1. Let u and ¨ be two analytic functions in the unit ball of H`
 .  .such that u z and ¨ z are real for some z g D. Then S(u s S(¨0 0 0
implies that u s ¨ .
 .  .. Proof. Since S(u s S(¨ implies that R 1 q u r 1 y u s R 1 q
.  ..  .  .¨ r 1 y ¨ , we can conclude from the assumption of u z and ¨ z0 0
 .  .  .  .being real that 1 q u r 1 y u s 1 q ¨ r 1 y ¨ . Hence u s ¨ .
THEOREM 1.2. Let I: D ª D be an analytic map. Then I commutes with
S if and only if one of the following assertions holds:n
 .  .i I s id, i.e., I z s z for all z g D,
 .ii I ' x , where x is the unique fixed point of S,0 0
 .iii I s S for some m g N.m
Proof. First we note that if I commutes with S , then I has the samen
fixed point x as S.0
In fact, let 0 - x - 1 be the fixed point of S on D, the existence of0
 .   ..   ..which is clear by looking at the graph of S x . Then S I x s I S xn 0 n 0
 .  .s I x . Since S can have no other fixed point, we have I x s x .0 n 0 0
Throughout this proof we now assume that I is not the constant
function x .0
 .Step 1. We show that either I has no zeros in D or I z s z for all
 .  .z g D. Let I a s 0 for some a g D. If a / 0 then the fact that S D sn
 4  .   ..   ..D R 0 shows that a s S b and thus 0 s I S b s S I b for somen n n
b g D. This contradiction shows that a s 0. But then I has two fixed
points in D, namely x and the origin. Hence I is the identity map.0
 .Step 2. Let I have no zeros in D. Since I x s x , we can choose a0 0
branch of log I on D which is real valued at x . Then I s S(¨ where0
 .  .¨ s log I q 1 r log I y 1 .
 .  .The commuting property now yields that S(¨ (S s S ( S(¨ . Hencen n
 .  .  .   ..   ..S( ¨ (S s S( S (¨ . But ¨ x is real, so ¨ S x and S ¨ x aren n 0 n 0 n 0
real. By Lemma 1.1 we deduce that S (¨ s ¨ (S . Moreover we haven n
 .¨ x s x . Thus ¨ plays the same role as I and we can switch back to the0 0
first step. By an inductive reasoning we therefore obtain functions ¨ inj
H` commuting with S so that I s S (¨ .n j j
Step 3. We show that this process terminates at some m g N. In
fact, assuming that this process is never ending we could conclude by the
Denjoy]Wolff theorem that S tends locally uniformly to the constantj
function x . But by the Schwarz]Pick Lemma ¨ maps every pseudohyper-0
bolic disk with centre x and radius r, 0 - r - 1, into the same disk note0
.that x is a fixed point of ¨ . Hence S (¨ would converge uniformly on0 j j
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that pseudohyperbolic disk to the constant function x . But S (¨ equals I0 j j
for every j g N. Hence I is the constant function x , a contradiction.0
 .Thus there exists m g N such that ¨ z s z for every z g D. So we havem
that I s S for some m g N.m
2. FROSTMAN SHIFTS OF S( ??? (S
It is well known that for any inner function u the Frostman shift
 .  .a y u r 1 y au is a Blaschke product for all a g D outside a set of
 w x.logarithmic capacity zero see, e.g., Ga, p. 79 . If S is the atomic inner
 .  .function, then a y S r 1 y aS even is an interpolating Blaschke product
 w x.for all a / 0 see, e.g., GoLaMoRu, p. 261 . Recall that a Blaschke
product
` a a y zn n
B z s .  < <a 1 y a zns1 n n
is said to be interpolating, if Carleson's condition
a y aj k
inf G d ) 0 C . 1 y a akgN j : j/k j k
 w x.  .is satisfied see Ga, Sect. 7 . A simple calculation shows that C is
nothing but
2< <inf 1 y a B9 a G d ) 0. . .k k
kgN
We shall also consider finite Blaschke products with simple zeros as
interpolating Blaschke products.
In our next result we show that B(S is an interpolating Blaschke
product whenever B is an interpolating Blaschke product which does not
vanish at the origin. As a corollary we shall be able to analyse Frostman
shifts of the functions S( ??? (S.
THEOREM 2.1. Let B be an interpolating Blaschke product which does not
¨anish at the origin. Then B(S is an interpolating Blaschke product again.
Proof. Step 1. First we show that B(S is a Blaschke product. To this
 .  .end, suppose there exists a g T such that the radial limit B(S * a s
 . .lim B(S ra s 0. Because interpolating Blaschke products cannotr ª 1
have the radial limit zero this is a consequence of results from Kerr-
w x.Lawson and Hoffman, see Ga, p. 404 , we conclude by Lindelof's Theo-È
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 .  4rem that S* a is a zero of B. But for every a g T R 1 we have
<  . <  .S* a s 1. So a s 1 and B 0 s 0, a contradiction. Thus B(S has no
radial limit zero. Since every singular inner function does have radial limits
 w x.zero see Ga, p. 76 , we obtain that B(S is a Blaschke product.
 4  4Step 2. Let a : n g N denote the zeros of B and z : j, n g Nn j, n
 .the zeros of b s B(S, where S z s a . Fix n. Thenj, n n
2 2< < < <1 y z b9 z s 1 y z B9 a S9 z .  .  . /  /j , n j , n j , n n j , n
22< <s 1 y z S z B9 a .  . /j , n j , n n2< <1 y zj , n
< < 2< < 1 y z2 a  /j , nn 2< <s 1 y a B9 a . .n n2 2< < < <1 y a 1 y zn j , n
< < < <2 a log 1r a .n n 2< <s 1 y a B9 a . . .n n2< <1 y an
 .Because B is an interpolating Blaschke product and lim 2 x log 1rx rx ª 1
 2 .1 y x s 1, we see that
2< <1 y z b9 z G d ) 0. . /j , n j , n
Hence b is an interpolating Blaschke product.
 .  .COROLLARY 2.2. Let S be the nth iterate of S. Then a y S r 1 y aSn n n
  .is an interpolating Blaschke product if and only if a f S 0 : j s 1, 2, . . . ,j
4  4n y 1 j 0 .
 .  .  .Proof. We are reasoning inductively. Let L z s a y z r 1 y az . Ifa
 .  .n s 1, then a y S r 1 y aS is an interpolating Blaschke product for
 4a g D R 0 . Assume that the assertion is true for some n g N. Then
a y Snq1 s L (S (S. .a n1 y aSnq1
By assumption, B s L (S is an interpolating Blaschke product. Becausea n
  . 4  4a f S 0 : j s 1, 2, . . . , n j 0 , we havej
a y S 0 .n
B 0 s / 0. .
1 y aS 0 .n
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By Theorem 2.1, the function B(S and hence L (S is a interpolatinga nq1
 .Blaschke product. If on the other hand a s S 0 for some n g N, thenn
L (S s zB (S s S B(S , .  .a nq1
which surely is not an interpolating Blaschke product. However, by Theo-
rem 2.1 we may conclude that the set where a is taken by S is annq1
interpolating set.
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